Abstract-This paper presents in details the algorithm of the watershed, which we have sketched in Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence, vol. 18, no. 12, pp 1,163-1,173 and criticized in this issue. First, the formal definition of the flooding list, the key data structure of the algorithm, is given. Then, the construction of this flooding list and of the watershed are described and proved.
INTRODUCTION
THE criticism presented in the comment is based on the fact that no rigorous definition of the notion of flooding list has been proposed in the original paper. In order to emphasize this problem, let us consider the example given in the comment (Fig. 1 , see also the figures in the comment). As explained in the comment, if the flooding list (a) is constructed, then the valuation algorithm given in the original paper gives result (a), which is erroneous. However, if the flooding list is (b), then the valuation algorithm gives another result, which is the correct one.
In this note, we give the precise definition of the flooding list which was implicit in the original paper. Then we show how it can be constructed during the flooding process computing the classical watershed. We will see that this construction needs an additional step which is not described in the original paper. We thank here the authors of the comments for providing this useful counterexample. However, the valuation algorithm, working on the flooding list remains unchanged. So, the additional step is the only difference with the original algorithm.
NOTATIONS
In order to explain the following definitions and algorithms, we need some notations on the basins of the watershed when it is computed with a given dynamics dyn, during the flooding process (W S(dyn, h and Basin(p, dyn, h)) as well as at the end of the process (W S(dyn) and Basin(p, dyn)). When no value of dynamics is provided, we understand the classical watershed, with dynamics 1: All the minima are kept, because they have a dynamics at least equal to 1. Only for the classical watershed, each basin is associated to a unique regional minimum and in this case we will sometimes mix these two notions. For more explanations, see the classical papers [1] , [2] , [3] .
DEFINITION OF THE FLOODING LIST
Let us first recall the hierarchical description of the watershed lines we want to construct: By definition, each catchment basin of W S(dyn) contains exactly one regional minimum having a dynamics greater than dyn. Moreover, the partition of the plane defined by the watershed with dynamics dyn is contained in all the partitions defined by the watershed with dynamics dyn′ > dyn. The definition of the flooding list follows: DEFINITION 
Let m be a regional minimum. In W S(dyn(m)+1), it belongs to a larger basin B′ which contains a unique regional minimum m′ with dynamics strictly larger than dyn(m). Then we put by definition, m is flooded by m′.

REMARK 1. If m is flooded by m′, then dyn(m) < dyn(m′).
So the flooding list is a tree, whose root is the minimum of larger dynamics, that is the global minimum of the image. Its dynamics is set to ∞ by convention. As the flooding list is a tree, we may speak of the subtree rooted at any regional minimum. Fig. 1 , which is the correct answer.
REMARK 2. This definition corresponds to flooding list (b) in
CONSTRUCTION OF THE FLOODING LIST
We present now how the correct flooding list can be constructed. We overlooked this difficulty in the original paper, but we will see that it can actually be constructed during the flooding step of the watershed algorithm at no significant computational costs. The mistake in the original paper was to set directly q m = is_flooded_by(p n ) and not to look for q j verifying dyn(q j ) > dyn(p n ). The problem is that there may exist many regional minima in CC(q n , X h ), whose dynamics is greater than dyn(p). This second step ensures that we take the regional minimum which is adjacent to CC(q n , X h ). In the example of In order to see why this change in the algorithm yields correct results, let us give the following proofs. We suppose in the following that all the minima have different dynamics. If not, a small arbitrary change in the gray values of the image can ensure it.
PROPERTY 1. If q = is_flooded_by(p), then dyn(q) > dyn(p).
To see this point, refer to the second step of the algorithm. We must prove that dyn(q j ) > dyn (p n ) and dyn(p n ) > dyn (p n − 1 ). The first inequality is true because q j = is_flooded_by(p n ). The second is true because at flooding level h, p n , and p n − 1 are in the same connected component of X h , and p n is the minimum of lower altitude in it.
PROPERTY 2. All the minima which are flooded or recursively flooded by a given regional minimum p (the flooding subtree rooted at p) are all the regional minima belonging to the basin of the watershed computed with dynamics dyn(p) and containing p (Basin(p, dyn, (p))).
Take a regional minimum p. We will see by recurrence on h that Basin(p, dyn(p), h) is composed of the minima which are in the flooding subtree rooted at p, as it is built at flooding level h.
We begin the recurrence at flooding level h = altitude(p) + dyn(p) when the dynamics of p is assigned (step 2 of the algorithm).
CC(p, X h ) contains only minima with dynamics less than dyn(p). All the minima in CC(p, X h ) compose the flooding subtree rooted at p and they form Basin(p, dyn(p), h).
As h increases to h′, suppose that a new minimum q becomes flooded by p′ which is itself flooded or recursively flooded by p (p′ may be p itself). The two adjacent minima where the meeting takes place are q 0 and p 0 respectively. q 0 and q refer to basins in the classical watershed W S (1) . q 0 and q belong to the same connected component of X h′ (Basin(q, dyn(q), h′)) and p 0 ∈ Basin(p, dyn(p), h′ − 1) by recurrence hypothesis. All the minima in Basin(q, dyn(q), h′) have a dynamics less than dyn(q) which is < dyn(p′) < dyn(p). So, Step 2 of the algorithm ensures that q′ will be flooded by a minimum which is on the branch from p 0 to p. This case is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Because Property 2 is true for each h, it is also true at the end of the process. 
By recursive decomposition of Basin(q, d), the basins of the watershed (with dynamics 1) composing Basin(p, d) is the union of all the basins of the regional minima in all the subtrees rooted at q, where q is flooded by p with dynamics less than d.
It follows from the previous property.
VALUATION OF AN ARC
PROPOSITION 5.1. The algorithm proposed in the original paper now holds.
Let p and q be basins of the classical watershed W S(1) which are adjacent to the arc we need to evaluate, and f their first common father in the flooding list. p and q belong to the basin Basin(f, dyn(f)). Let us denote by p′ (resp. q′) the son of f on the path from p (resp. q) to f in the flooding list. Suppose dyn(p′) ≥ dyn (q′). Then p belongs to Basin(p′, dyn(p′)) and q belongs to Basin(f, dyn(p′)), which are distinct. So the dynamics of the arc is at least dyn(p′). Conversely, for any d > dyn(p′), p and q belong to the basin Basin(f, d). So its dynamics is less than or equal to dyn(p′). The different minima are illustrated in Fig. 3 .
CONCLUSION
We have described in details the algorithm valuating the watershed arcs according to the notion of dynamics. The definition and correct computation of the flooding list are given. The difference with the original paper is that we overlooked the step 2 in the construction of the list. The valuation algorithm remains unchanged. So the principle of the original algorithm holds up to the above mentioned change.
Concerning the algorithm proposed in the comment, the following is worth noting:
• The algorithm presented in the comment seems to be correct although no complete proof is given.
• It needs the storage (and additionally the construction) of the adjacency graph of the basins of the watershed which is only a planar graph. Our concept of flooding list is smaller because it is a tree (only one pointer for each basin). Moreover the algorithm in the comment seems to be much slower. 
